MINI VERONA FIREPLACE

A smaller version of the Verona, but just as beautiful! Enjoy the warmth of the fire all year round. Extend your outdoor living season with a toasty fire anytime!
MINI VERONA FIREPLACE

KIT INCLUDES:
- 2 Pallets of Verona Wall
- 4’ Rockface Step Tread
- 4’ Rockface accent piece
- Top piece with 8” cut out for smoke
- Lentil with keystone
- Steel insert not included, firebrick recommended
- Does not come with flue pipe

OPTIONAL WOOD BOXES AVAILABLE

LENGTH DEPTH HEIGHT WEIGHT
48” 40” 82½” 5,860

KIT INCLUDES:
- 2 Pallets of Verona Wall
- 4’ Rockface Step Tread
- 4’ Rockface accent piece
- Top piece with 8” cut out for smoke
- Lentil with keystone
- Steel insert not included, firebrick recommended
- Does not come with flue pipe

ACCENT COLORS

Bluestone Brown Gironde*

Adobe Blend Bluestone* Charcoal Chesapeake Blend*
Crab Orchard Blend Golden Brown Blend
Granite City Blend Graphite Pearl Blend*
Oceanic Blue* Oyster Blend
South Bay Blend Travertina*
Westchester Blend

*Premium Colors